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Please accept my thanks for the invitation to speak with you and for your service on this important effort. Grappling with the meaning and implications of human rights is a task that no one generation can complete; comprehension, validation, and commitment require investment of renewing thought and action even though human rights are described as self-evident and eternal. In fact, the reasons why individual nations and even individual people subscribe to notions of human rights vary enormously—and range from idealism to realpolitik—as do their justifications and rationales, which sound in such competing registers as religion, social contract, nature, utility, and game theory. As I will explain, respect for the dignity of each person offers a core basis for human rights in both substance and in attitudes of respect and civility even when we disagree. Your admirable effort to trace ideas about human rights to deep histories and understandings of eternal truths should underscore the importance of engagement with other nations and multinational convenings as we all face unprecedented challenges to human dignity.

Despite disagreements over the sources, origins, and nature of human rights, there is remarkable convergence, bridging diverse societies, nations, historical periods, and religious and philosophic traditions, around the existence of human rights. Such overlapping consensus is illustrated by universal rejection of murder, slavery, torture, and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatments, as well as universal embrace of equal treatment under law. Professor Orlando Patterson traces the birth of freedom to human experiences with its opposite. Violations of rights are often more readily understood than abstract statements about rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, setting out a statement of fundamental human rights endorsed by nations around the world in 1948, reflected practical agreement despite diverging cultural traditions and rationales, as so well examined in your Chair’s beautiful book, A World Made New. To see a right as universal is not to assert that it is universally implemented. Freedom of conscience and religious exercise, rights of privacy and family formation, freedom from governmental tyranny, and equality under the law are salient examples of human rights that remain universal but are often violated in practice. The Holocaust during World War II gave rise to the vow of “Never Again,” yet the world has witnessed subsequent genocides. Widespread condemnation of violations underscores the fundamental nature and sweeping acknowledgment of basic human rights and the duty of individuals and states alike to respect the rights of others. At their core, human rights are founded on the dignity of each person. It is not by accident that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights begins with the statement that “all human


5 See Kathryn Sikkink, The Justice Cascade: How Human Rights Prosecutions Are Changing World Politics 13 (2011) (the key justice norms of international human rights prosecutions are that “the most basic violations of human rights—summary execution, torture, and disappearance—cannot be legitimate acts of state and thus must be seen as crimes committed by individuals” and therefore must be prosecuted).

6 See Hugo Grotius, The Jurisprudence of Holland 293, 315 (Robert W. Lee, trans. and ed.1926) (asserting as a feature of nature the injunction to “respect one another’s rights.”)

7 Justice James Wilson, one of the framers of the U.S. Constitution, wrote in the first constitutional decision by the Supreme Court: “A State, useful and valuable as the contrivance is, is the inferior contrivance of man, and from his native dignity derives all of its acquired importance.” Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. (2 Dal.) 419, 453, 455 (1793) (opinion of Wilson, J.). The dignity embraced in human rights is not linked to rank within a social hierarchy but to the natural dignity of each human—a notion expressed well by early American patriot Thomas Paine. See Michael J. Meyer and W. A. Parent, Introduction, in The Constitution of Rights: Human Dignity and American Values I, 4 (Michael J. Meyer and William A. Parent, eds., 1992).
beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.” Equal dignity of each person underlies the command to respect every person’s conscience and worth. Aharon Barak, formerly president of the Israel Supreme Court, noted that in the lives of human beings, the concept of human dignity “is loaded with 2,500 years of history.”8 Most national constitutions and international human rights treaties for the past fifty years emphasize human dignity.9 American law professor and diplomatic figure Oscar Schachter explained that references to human dignity in human rights documents leave the definition or meaning of dignity to intuitive recognition of the intrinsic worth of each distinct human being. That worth explains the centrality of individual choice in beliefs and ways of life, the importance of participation in larger groups to the development of human personality and meaning, and the affront to human worth created by deprivations of sufficient means for subsistence and opportunities to work.10

Attention to the dignity of others is essential to both individual and national development. The significance of human dignity to the development within nations is documented in the empirical work of Nobel Prize–winning economist Amartya Sen. His work demonstrates that poor economic opportunities reflect lack of freedom, while human rights protections promote economic security.11 Moreover, his work evidences how enforcement of civil and political rights reduces the risk of major social and economic disasters such as famine, as people free to complain can alert and press governments to respond to crises such as food shortages or contagious viruses.12 Depriving individuals of equal rights to participate in political and economic life undermines their dignity and denies neighbors and societies of their contributions and talents. Attending to human dignity, therefore, diminishes the significance some might attribute to distinctions between political and civil rights on the one hand, and social and economic rights on the other.13

It is individual dignity that defends rights against tyranny, and that grounds opportunities to learn and to participate in cultural, scientific, and civic worlds. Respect for individual dignity means resisting efforts to dehumanize any individual or group or to deny any individual their rights simply because of their race, gender, identities, or other circumstances.14 Individual dignity undergirds the commitment to security within nations and within a global order, the ability to seek asylum from persecution, and the right to equal protection under the law.15 The dignity of each individual lies behind the condemnation of such practices as rape as a weapon of war, medical experimentation on unconsenting prisoners, and denial of equal legal rights to individuals with disabilities.

9 See Mary Ann Glendon, A World Made New 175, 263 n.2 (2001). See also Christian Tomuschat, Human Rights: Between Idealism and Realism (3rd ed. 2014) (dignity can be thought of “as the intellectual center of the entire culture of human rights”).
10 Oscar Schachter, Human Dignity as a Normative Concept, 77 Am. J. Int. L. 848 (993).
Rooted in religious views of divine creation, and also recognized by many with reference to human biology and culture rather than religious grounding, the notion of human dignity demands respect for the conscience and beliefs of others. These are rights, not elements of grace or charity. That means these rights inhere in each human being and cannot be revoked by a government, nor surrendered by an individual. Such ideas undergird the founding and ongoing commitments of the United States stated so well in the Declaration of Independence launching this nation. It did take time and struggle to ensure that these commitments include women, children, and previously enslaved individuals; the ideas extend to all human beings. “[A]ll men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.”

Thomas Jefferson, the Declaration’s key drafter, later explained that the authority of the Declaration “rests then on the harmonizing sentiments of the day.” He acknowledged the grounding of those sentiments in both common sense and previous writings by such figures as Aristotle, Cicero, and Locke.

Jefferson’s phrasing “turned a typical eighteenth-century document about political grievances into a lasting proclamation of human rights,” historian of human rights Lynn Hunt observed. The expression of universal, unalienable rights carried with it the conceptual power to challenge denials of rights, regardless of the polity or government in charge.

Thus, this recognition of unalienable rights, distinctively articulated at the founding of what became our nation, was itself rooted in earlier sources and in turn echoed in statements made by other nations and associations of nations. In the case of our nation, the assertion of unalienable rights helped justify the demand for recognition as an independent and sovereign nation. The hope, said Jefferson, was to “appeal to the tribunal of the world” and “to place before mankind the common sense of the subject; ...[i]n terms so plain and firm, as to command their assent.” Perhaps, paradoxically but truly, recognition of the universal condition of human

---


17 Louis Henkin, The Age of Rights 2 (1990). Natural rights are possessed by individuals who can claim them, and this is different from natural law, which conveys principles formulated without demands that individuals can make. Mathias Risse, On American Values, Unalienable Rights, and Human Rights, Ethics & International Affairs (forthcoming spring 2020).

18 Declaration of Independence: A Transcription (July 4, 1776), found in America’s Founding Documents, National Archives. Founder John Dickinson said that fundamental rights and liberties were “not annexed to us by parchment and seals, they are created in us by the decrees of Providence, which establish the laws of our nature.” John Dickinson, Of the Right to Freedom: And of Traitors” (1804), In A Library of American Literature, An Anthology in Eleven Volumes Edmund C. Stedman and Ellen Mackay Hutchison, comp. 1891, (https://www.bartleby.com/400/prose/425.html); see also Gordon Wood, Creation of the American Republic, 1776–1787, 293–94 (1998) (quoting John Dickinson, 1766).

19 See Thomas Jefferson, Letter to Henry Lee (May 8, 1825), available in Founders Online, National Archives.

20 Id.


22 Eric Foner, supra, at 443, 452.

23 Louis Henkin, The Age of Rights 1-5 (1990) (finding human rights formulations after World War II drew on natural law and natural rights, social contract theories, and ideas of universal rights implied on each person’s humanity); Louis Henkin, The Rights of Man Today 301 (1988 reprint of 1978 ed.) (rights of man are not divinely ordained but result from God’s creation of humans with reason and judgment and from social contract among people).

“[A]ll men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.”

– The Declaration of Independence –
beings warranted national independence, allowing a people to secure a new government able to take its place in the community of nations.\textsuperscript{25} The Declaration of Independence appealed to people outside the colonies; it reflected and in turn strengthened ideas of natural rights informed by universal reason, natural law, and international law.\textsuperscript{26}

What are the earlier sources for the concepts of natural rights and individual human dignity to which the Declaration of Independence appealed? Natural rights, as explained nearly five hundred years ago by Dutch scholar Hugo Grotius, applied to people in all traditions, all nations, all religions, and all legal traditions.\textsuperscript{27} Perhaps especially enduring is Grotius’s recognition that humans by our nature are both social and self-preserving, so we engage in reasonable pursuit of our own interests while also abstaining from what belongs to others.\textsuperscript{28} Understanding each person as social and at the same time self-preserving establishes the reason for devising modes of coexistence, tolerance, and civility. These values received focus after the Reformation produced schisms, distrust, and then lengthy wars in Europe. In the context of such violence, political thinkers including Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Roger Williams formulated conceptions of free speech and religious freedom now understood as essential to human rights.\textsuperscript{29}

These concepts do not reflect fundamental harmony among humans but instead respond to eternal risks of conflict and disagreements. The self-interest of human beings and the omnipresent risk of conflicts among groups make respect for the rules of order essential. These rules rest on reason and humility, and do not require subjective regard or love for other humans.\textsuperscript{30} Rules of social order, to be enduring, depend on recognizing the dignity and worth of other humans—and expecting reciprocal recognition even among people who disagree. Effectuated within relationships across a given society and across multiple societies, human rights depend upon and generate sufficient toleration of difference to enable coexistence among individuals, groups, and nations.

The toleration of difference entailed by human rights in turn requires civility—courtesy in personal exchanges—even when others exercise their liberties differently than one would oneself.\textsuperscript{31} Civility requires discipline and engagement; it requires resisting name-calling; it demands knowledge of the fragility of peace and toleration. Tolerating only comes into play when there is disagreement.\textsuperscript{32} Putting up with views and practices with which we disagree is necessary to respecting them and treating them with dignity. Practicing regard for even those communities of belief and practice that we dislike can also provide some check against absolute

\textsuperscript{25} “We, therefore, the Representatives of the united States of America, in General Congress, Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by the Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States; that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free and Independent States, they have full Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things which independent States may of right do.” Id. (italics supplied). For discussions of the relationships between independence and connections and of relational modes of analysis, see Martha Minow, Making All the Difference: Inclusion, Exclusion, and American Law (1990); Martha Minow and Mary Lyndon Shanley, “Relational Rights and Responsibilities: Revisiting the Family in Liberal Political Theory and Law,” 11 Hypatia 4 (1996). The separation of individuals from one another—and the separateness of nations from one another—at a minimum requires engagement with the other to define and protect boundaries. See Anthony P. Cohen, The Symbolic Construction of Community (1985).


\textsuperscript{29} See Teresa Bejan, Merci Civility: Disagreement and the Limits of Tolerance (2017).

\textsuperscript{30} Id., at 81 (“While we are stuck in the same boat with people we hate, we had better learn to make the most of it. There is no reason, however, to think that this will make us respect or like each other more. It is usually the opposite.”) (describing view of Roger Williams). See also Susan McWilliams, “Civility: When Mere is More: Review of Teresa Bejan, Merci Civility: Disagreement and the Limits of Toleratio, ” La Review of Books (Jan. 20, 2017), https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/civility-when-mere-is-more/; Anthony Mills, “All Must Be Tolerated: Teresa Bejan’s Merci Civility, Part I,” Law and Liberty (Aug. 28, 2018), https://www.lawliberty.org/2018/08/27/all-must-be-tolerated-teresa-bejans-merci-civility-part-1/.

\textsuperscript{31} Disagreements even arise over the meaning and demands of civility amid disagreement. See Bejan, supra, at 14; Mills, supra.

\textsuperscript{32} Joshua Halberstam, “The Paradox of Tolerance,” 14 Philosophical Forum 190 1982-83) (tolerance cannot even arise as a question unless the two people or groups disagree with one another, and traditional orthodoxies require commitments that are deliberately intolerant, i.e., by rejecting the possibility that their tenets could be wrong); Martha Minow, “Putting Up and Putting Down: Tolerance Reconsidered,” 28 Osogohe Hall L.J. 409 (1990).
authority structures that could suppress alternatives with grave risks of totalitarian power. Maintaining civility over time both reflects and depends upon respect for human rights and mutual recognition of human dignity.

The relative peace found in the United States despite enormous religious heterogeneity shows the values of tolerance as a cultural, legal, and moral practice. Tolerance has been key to America, past and present, when even large and powerful groups experience some aspects of feeling marginal. In his book *Religious Outsiders and the Making of America*, R. Laurence Moore explores how groups ranging from Latter-Day Saints and Jews to Catholics and mainline Protestants narrate their experiences as outsiders in America. The profound embrace of human rights ideals in the United States may reflect such experiences as lessons in empathy as well as in universal norms of respect.

Toleration and respect remain important not just for relationships between individuals but also in individuals’ attitudes and behaviors toward groups to which they do not belong. After visiting America, Alexis de Tocqueville was not the first or the last to note how intermediate organizations diffuse the potential tyranny of a centralized government and offer buffers between the individual and the state. Tocqueville also warned against the tyranny of the majority. The framers of the United States Constitution resisted intolerance enforced through mandated conformity even in the form of state governments.

Tolerance of a subcommunity does not entail permission to export to the rest of the society values that contradict the broader society’s own commitments. A subgroup may need distinct space to follow its own rules about, for example, marriage, childrearing, alcohol consumption, or diet, but this freedom does not grant a subgroup the right to enforce its beliefs on society more broadly. Individuals within the group still are entitled to protection from group practices that violate their fundamental human rights. Respecting the dignity of each individual means that membership in a particular group must not deny access to human rights and may require avenues of exit for members of a group who otherwise would be unable to claim violation of a human right.

Much of what I have been describing comes from American experiences and American law. We can be justly proud of the distinctive American contributions to these ideas, contributions such as the Declaration of Independence, and the human rights conceptions of Thomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson, and Roger Williams. Treating the human right to hold property as a guarantee regardless of one’s birth order, and ensuring voting rights regardless of one’s lack of property, were significant American contributions. The American experience is not only supportive of but also a significant influence on global understandings of human rights.

To see a right as universal is not to assert that it is universally implemented.


39 Toleration does not require giving the subgroup room to adopt a caste system or to implement disrespect for other members of the larger society. See *Bob Jones University v. United States*, 461 U.S. 574 (1983) (rejecting the university’s claim to tax-exempt and tax-deductible status).
rights. The United States has vitally stood up for individuals at risk of murder, torture, or arbitrary detention simply because of their religion, political views, gender, or sexuality. But pride in American ideas should lead to humility and respect for the other sources of human rights. Not only did American thinkers rely upon other sources; their ideas called for toleration and respect for other people, other traditions, and other nations. These ideas, attitudes, and engagement culminate in the articulation of unalienable rights in the Declaration and in America’s ongoing commitments.40

The United States has extensive experiences addressing conflicts that can arise when a population subscribes to multiple cultures and religions—and when tensions appear between multiple human rights. Here and in many other countries, people encounter potential conflicts between religious liberty and gender equality, between family autonomy and protection of children’s opportunities, and between freedoms of expression and association and security against violence or subordination.41 Governance principles including federalism and the distinctions between public and private realms can afford avenues for coexistence between groups that disagree and provide opportunities for exit to individuals who disagree with their own group.42 The principle of subsidiarity—keeping decision-making closest to where it will have primary effects—offers a tool for addressing some tensions between rights.43 Other nations have developed proportionality review to address potential tensions among legally enforceable rights.44 Under this kind of analysis, which also resembles examination of reasonableness, “the graver the impact of the decision upon the individual affected by it, the more substantial the justification that will be required.”45 International human rights institutions permit a “margin of appreciation” allowing individual states a measure of latitude—often using proportionality analysis—to accommodate diverse and localized conceptions of human rights in the interpretation of treaty obligations.46 Hence, to recognize and implement human rights is not to treat them as unyielding in the face of treaty obligations.


42 See Martha Minow, “Principles or Compromises: Accommodating Gender Equality and Religious Freedom in Multicultural Societies,” in Gender, Religion, and Family Law: Theorizing Conflicts between Women’s Rights and Cultural Traditions 23 [Lisa Fishbain Joffe and Sylvia Neil, eds., 2013] (considering “federalism, with decentralized authorities empowered to make parallel and conflicting decisions, and privatization, according power to private actors to arrange their own affairs away from public view and differently than a public process would do... Each permits alternatives to all-or-nothing solutions to moral and legal conflicts; each structures avenues for coexistence of diverging groups while retaining processes for collective restrictions of extreme practices.”). At times, seeming conflicts can be resolved by finding a convergence among diverging values. Id., at 15-19 (authorizing employee selection of a health care beneficiary as convergence between a governmental commitment to health benefits for same-sex partners and a religious employer’s commitment to health care access but opposition to same-sex partnerships). On other occasions, social movements and political resolutions address conflicting conceptions of human rights. See Martha Minow, “Should Religious Groups Be Exempt from Civil Rights Laws?” 48 Boston College L. Rev. 781 (2007).


of competing human rights or obligations.47 Rights, including human rights, are not absolute. Judicial implementation of rights acknowledges limitations required by a rational relationship with a legitimate aim, while upholding the values of dignity, freedom, and equality that undergird such rights. Such guides for implementation and enforcement of human rights pioneered by nations—including our own—strengthen local commitments to rights with rationality.

Devising practical applications of human rights—resolving potential conflicts among rights, and ensuring that human rights have real force in people’s lives—is the work of international institutions and agreements and the work of the rule of law within nation-states. Any nation devoted to human rights needs to commit to the work of such institutions and agreements in order to make human rights more than words on paper. This understanding guided the founders of the United States, who abided by the ancient legal maxim *pacta sunt servanda* (treaties are to be honored), just as it has informed their heirs in politics and leadership. The role of the United States as a leading architect and endorser of international human rights after World War II contributed to the long peace dubbed “Pax Americana.”48 That long peace reflects a world order among nations agreeing to work together in ongoing collaborations that require and replenish trust and mutual security.

Each generation needs to practice the respect, humility, and discipline required by regard for the human dignity of others.

No one nation can ensure human rights, not even for its own people.49 Current challenges—from human trafficking for sexual slavery to cyberwarfare50—require renewed collaborations across nations if human rights are to be more than ideals on parchment. Independence and connection thus infuse the network of nations making human rights real. Note the striking similarity to the independence and connection between individual people, propelled by regard for human dignity. The existence of this very Commission expresses commendable interest in issues that are critical to the lives of people unlike all of us—issues that require testimony and insights from people around the world.

Engagement across differences expresses respect for the dignity of each human being; unalienable human rights attach to children, the elderly, people with disabilities, people of all identities, and people committed to diverse religious and ethnic communities, political parties, and regions. Each generation needs to practice the respect, humility, and discipline required by regard for the human dignity of others. Seeking to understand others, or at a minimum, to accord them respect, forms the practice of human rights. Centuries of human experiences inform theories about human rights: they are rooted in deep traditions and reflect many ideas about the nature of human beings and humans’ capacities for reason. But the need to examine and articulate the meanings of human rights requires work in each generation.

The strength or weakness of a generation’s own commitments will determine the strength or weakness of human rights in practice. New contexts create new challenges. With the emergence of artificial intelligence, how will respect for each individual and protections against new forms of discrimination or oppression be assured? Protecting fundamental human rights in this new age will require new procedures to ensure transparency, accountability, and protection of individuals.

47 Rules governing speech in schools and other public places and rules governing elections may restrict individual rights in order to ensure sufficient order and equal treatment for speech to be heard, elections to be fair, and education to be effective. Martha Minow, “Education and Democracy,” Harv. L. Rev. Blog (Oct. 17, 2017) https://blog.harvardlawreview.org/education-and-democracy/. (Education and democracy “both enhance human freedom but require rules and structure to work. Both need ground rules. Neither can work amid untrammeled violence, disrespect, and lying. Formal rules and informal norms can guide people to assess claims and bolster intolerance of intolerance.”)


49 See Joseph S. Nye, Jr., “The Future of American Power: Dominance and Decline in Perspective,” Foreign Affairs (Nov./Dec. 2010), https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2010-11-01/future-american-power (the problem of American power in the twenty-first century, then, is not one of decline but what to do in light of the realization that even the largest country cannot achieve the outcomes it wants without the help of others).

No one nation alone can achieve all it takes to realize human rights.

Autonomous weapon systems, “designer” gene editing, and other new technologies introduce unprecedented questions about the scope and reach of human rights. Computer “bots” escalate incivility; an authoritarian government on one side of the globe may jeopardize a child’s life on the other side of the world by punishing those who report a contagious virus. Reliance on nation states as primary vehicles for human rights faces challenges with the growing significance of transborder social networks, terrorist organizations, and multi-national corporations. Respect for the dignity of each human provides a lodestar, but there is work to do if human rights will be meaningful in this brave new world.

I have suggested the need for modesty in claims of sources for human rights because those sources diverge yet they overlap. Multiple sources across time and from different traditions reject terrible violations of human dignity, whatever the theory about justifications and meanings. The centrality of respect for the dignity of each and every person animates human rights and connects civil/political and economic/social rights. Recognizing human dignity means acknowledging how human nature includes capacities for reason, self-interest, sociality, conflict, and connection.

Failures to realize human rights in practice are frequent and common. Humility and civility are necessary attitudes and foundations. Clashes among people and even among human rights are inevitable, but national and international institutions devise and implement workable approaches to navigate those clashes. No one nation alone can achieve all it takes to realize human rights; nations, like individual people, are independent but also dependent on others to learn and to achieve their ends. It is right to trace human rights to deep histories and understandings of eternal truths about human beings, but doing so should not still the urgency of renewed engagement and commitment. Unprecedented challenges are upon us. So then is the injunction to participate in the work to improve the practices and institutions invented to realize and effectuate human rights.

Thank you for your devotion to unalienable rights and for this chance to meet together.

---
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